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Abstract—Content adaptation is an important issue of multi-
media frameworks in order to achieve universal multimedia access
(UMA), i.e., to enable consumption of multimedia content inde-
pendently of the given resource limitations, terminal capabilities,
and user preferences. The digital item adaptation (DIA) standard,
one of the core specifications of the MPEG-21 framework, sup-
ports content adaptation considering a wide range of networks,
devices, and user preferences. Most adaptive multimedia frame-
works targeting the UMA vision do not consider utility aspects
in their adaptation decisions. This paper focuses on a generic
semantic-based audio–visual utility model for DIA that aims to
enhance the multimedia experience for the user. Our proposed
model is able to take the semantics and the perceptual features of
the content as well as the users’ specific utility aspects into account.
Based on a detailed analysis of these constraints, we will show how
the model reacts on individual input data. For choosing the best
adaptation decision considering resource limitations on client and
server sides as well as network characteristics, we evaluate four
algorithms for performing this adaptation decision taking task.
We will discuss results according to some use case scenarios.

Index Terms—Adaptation decision taking, optimization
problem, recommender system, semantic quality (SQ), uni-
versal multimedia access (UMA), universal multimedia experience
(UME), utility model.

I. INTRODUCTION

MULTIMEDIA services over computer networks are
becoming widespread. The multimedia content can be

delivered to different terminals such as desktop PCs, PDAs,
and mobile phones. There has been a significant amount of
research recently on the adaptation of multimedia contents
to the actual usage context to ensure universal multimedia
access (UMA) [1]. In many situations, the clients are unable
to receive large audio–visual (A/V) data volumes in original
quality because of resource limitations. Most multimedia
frameworks try to comply with the capabilities and constraints
of the user’s terminal and do not consider the user him-/herself
[2], [3]. However, the question “How to adapt multimedia data
in order to provide the best user perceived utility?” is of central
relevance and needs to be addressed.
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To answer this question, physical issues such as terminal ca-
pabilities and network characteristics have to be considered.
However, the quality of the adaptation significantly depends on
the type and information content of the media as well. For ex-
ample, it would be preferable w.r.t. universal multimedia ex-
perience (UME) [4] to adapt an action video in the spatial do-
main rather than in the temporal domain [5]. As a consequence,
the user would get a smaller video window but he/she would
still be able to fully enjoy rapid motion in action scenes. There-
fore, the semantics of the content should be taken into consid-
eration in the adaptation decision process. Moreover, especially
in utility based adaptation frameworks, the semantic experience
of a content should be optimized under given resource limita-
tions. In this paper, we will introduce an adaptation decision
model for DIA [6] which uses detailed perceptual quality (PQ)
information and semantic quality (SQ) estimation. When con-
sidering quality in the multimedia area, we have to distinguish
between its perceptual part and its semantic part [7]. The PQ
is a metric about how a user perceives the content, and refers
to the human visual system (HVS) [8]. For example, a smooth
video has a higher PQ than a flickering one. The SQ, on the
other hand, includes the designated information that the medium
should convey to the user, e.g., the semantic content of a news
report or the motion aspect of an action video [9].

Furthermore, there is a big difference between quality and
utility in the area of multimedia applications. The term quality
is mostly used to refer to the PQ whereas utility is a metric of
overall satisfaction of the end user consuming this content. For
example, if a user is consuming a video that is degraded because
of resource limitations, the PQ, i.e., the visual impression, gets
worse. The overall utility may be less degraded for the user if
he/she is still able to extract the key information provided by the
content. In this paper, the term utility refers to the overall user
satisfaction, consisting of a combination of the perceptual and
the semantic part of quality for the given content.

So called cross-modal utility models [10] are used to estimate
the total utility of a media stream consisting of two or more
modalities, e.g., video and audio. The total utility can be inter-
preted as a function which depends on the uni-modal utilities
of the elementary streams themselves. In case of two modali-
ties, namely video and audio, the total utility can be defined
as . represents the video utility and
the utility of the audio stream. In the literature, there are some
implementations of such a function; see, e.g., [11] for a dis-
cussion. All these implementations rely on adding the weighted
uni-modal perceptual qualities, a multiplicative term (multipli-
cation of uni-modal qualities), and specific constants in order
to fit the subjective impressions of a group of test persons. The
result of a detailed analysis of this approach [11] is that the im-
plementation of the model itself as well as the weights and con-
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stants are strongly dependent on the genre and the subjects par-
ticipating in the test. For this reason, we see the lack of a more
generic model for estimating the total A/V utility which can be
used for any genre and which takes into account the individual
user’s preferences.

In our opinion, an approach for defining such a generic model
has to start from the other direction. We avoid subjective percep-
tual testing to determine the model parameters for each content
type, because this is expensive and time-consuming. Rather than
giving a group of users a set of content variations for subjec-
tive testing, the individual user should be asked for his/her per-
sonal utility aspects. From these, such a generic model should
be configured by fitting the model parameters to satisfy his/her
individual preferences and utility concept. Of course, asking the
user is critical in order to keep him/her unannoyed. For this
reason, we applied a hybrid recommender approach, which is
based on an easy-to-use feedback strategy and tries to configure
the model based on the knowledge of previous user satisfaction.
In case of the proposed utility model, high total utility should
indicate high subjective PQ as well.

Another issue is to consider resource limitations on the server
and client sides as well as the characteristics of the network
links. Therefore, the resource requirements of the elementary
media streams to be delivered (in our case, video and audio)
have to be known before potentially adapting and combining
them such that they fit the given resource limitations of the
user’s environment. The combination of (adapted) streams
which complies with the resource constraints and which pro-
vides the best A/V utility value is the optimal solution for the
consumer. Finding the “best” combination for the individual
user within a reasonable (non-annoying) time frame can be
seen as a challenging optimization problem.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next
section gives an overview of our proposed multimedia frame-
work enabling semantic-based A/V content adaptation. Then,
the utility model used in our work is introduced in detail. Based
on use cases, we show how it is possible to map high level
user preferences and usage environment parameters to the SQ
of a media stream. We introduce an automatic model configu-
ration approach using a recommender strategy as well. Subse-
quently, the adaptation decision taking process is described as an
optimization problem, considering resource constraints on the
server, network, and client sides. We will present and discuss
four different algorithms for solving this optimization problem.
Finally, the runtime analysis of the adaptation decision task is
presented and discussed.

II. MULTIMEDIA FRAMEWORK WITH AUDIO–VISUAL

UTILITY MODELLING

Fig. 1 shows the concept of the proposed approach and its
integration into a multimedia framework. The given user pref-
erences and the genre of the requested content (influencing SQ)
have to be known for configuring our generic utility model [12]
which is used by the adaptation decision taking engine (ADTE)
[13]. Currently we are distinguishing between five main genre
categories in our experimental system: action, news, cartoon,
docu and sports. This input information is mapped to specific
model parameters which we call high level adaptation param-
eters, discussed in Section III. The individually configured
model additionally needs to know the PQ of all deliverable

Fig. 1. Overview of integrated multimedia framework with A/V utility
modelling.

content variations. The video variations can be characterized
by the values of their spatial resolutions, frame rates and SNR
variations. The audio variations may be distinguished by the
values of their bit rates, sample rates and number of audio
channels. Based on the genre and PQ information, the total
utility of all deliverable A/V variations can be estimated.
Having available the utility and the information about the
media-specific required resources (e.g., needed bit rate) of each
deliverable A/V variation, as well as the information about
the available resources on the client and server sides (e.g., the
available bandwidth, battery status, or CPU power), the ADTE
is then able to estimate the optimum adaptation strategy for the
given content request [13]. This task has to be done quickly in
order to avoid annoying media startup delays. This is required
such that the ADTE becomes able to request individually
the calculated utility value of a specific A/V variation under
consideration. A detailed discussion on this issue is given in
Section V. The found optimal adaptation decision is expressed
by a set of parameters which we call low level adaptation
parameters. They define an A/V media stream variation by
its features (e.g., frame rate, spatial resolution, sample rate).
Based on these target features, the adaptation engine (AE)
performs the adaptation step on the original content. Finally,
the produced variation, fitting the user’s preferences and the
usage environment and providing the best possible utility under
the given conditions, can be delivered for consumption to the
requesting client. Note that it is not possible that the ADTE
selects a variation that the AE cannot produce because the
ADTE has information about the AE capabilities as well.

III. UTILITY MODEL

The basis of the proposed model is that the total utility
of an elementary stream can be split up into a perceptual part
and a semantic part [7] as follows:
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where denotes a weight that indicates how much
influence PQ has on the total utility. Because SQ is the most
important part indicating how the user receives the designated
content information, we considered in a range between 0.1 to
0.5. We compared several results by adjusting this weight and
found an appropriate influence of the SQ specific, high level
parameters by defining in our model implementation.
Note that PQ and SQ are normalized, i.e., in the range between
0 (worst) and 1 (best value). In the A/V case, we have to merge
the utilities of the video and audio parts as follows:

(1)

and are representing the PQ of the video and the
audio part, respectively, and and represent the cor-
responding semantic qualities. A multiplicative term and an ad-
ditive constant, as used in perceptual cross-modal quality mod-
elling [11], is omitted in our A/V utility approach. The reason
is that we do not use a regression analysis based on subjective
tests. Furthermore, the multiplicative cross-modal perceptual in-
fluence would be negligible in our case because our model is
strongly bound on additive uni-modal semantic aspects. de-
notes the importance weight of the audio modality. For example,
in the case of a newscast, the importance of the audio part would
be higher than the video part, resulting in a high value of . It
represents a high level adaptation parameter. All high level pa-
rameters act as weights and are directly depending on the con-
tent type (genre) and individual user preferences. Note that we
do not (yet) use detailed low-level content feature extraction and
analysis as introduced in [14]. Our current goal is to create the
basic model and the framework and assess their usefulness and
“performance.” A path to improve the system in the future is
certainly to take more detailed scene features like motion and
object information into consideration within the parameter map-
ping process. This would enable a better, more fine-grained clas-
sification of the content than using the type of content alone
for this task. The genre and other content specific information
can be provided by MPEG-7 descriptions [15]. The user prefer-
ences as well as the usage environment can be easily described
by MPEG-21 DIA usage environment descriptors (UED) [6] for
interoperable exchange.

For perceptual video quality estimation we use the “General”
model according to ANSI T1.801.03-2003, provided by VQM-
Software,1 and for audio PQ estimation we use the well known
PEAQ metrics [16].

It is not suitable to do PQ estimation online due to the high
computational requirements. However, the offline PQ results
can be provided by the MPEG-21 DIA adaptation QoS (AQoS)
descriptor [17]. The correlation between objective PQ metrics
and the HVS is still low [18]. This fact implies the question:
What is the “best” adapted variation for the individual end user?
The answer is that this depends on the semantics of the content,
the information which the user should receive by consuming the
media stream. This semantics can be derived from the genre
and the corresponding importance of the low level adaptation
parameters. For example, in case of an action video delivered
under bandwidth limitations, the semantic experience would be
higher if the video were adapted in the spatial domain than in the
temporal domain; i.e., the spatial resolution should be reduced

1http://www.its.bldrdoc.gov/n3/video/vqmsoftware.htm

and the frame rate of the original video should be kept intact.
This adaptation step would result in a smaller window, but re-
tain high motion in the video.

This consideration leads us to the definition of the relative
value of the semantic content of an individual elementary media
stream where is a set of individual high
level parameters (user and genre specific) and represents a
set containing data indicating the degradation of each feature in
the stream (content variation specific).

The definition of the semantic video quality is given in
(2). The high level parameters , , and act as impor-
tance weights of the video stream features. Note that the unique
stream features of the video variation are nothing else than the
low level video adaptation parameters. , , , and

represents the frame rate, the spatial resolution, and the quan-
tization parameter of the video variation, respectively. and

represent the codec (or AE) specific minimum and max-
imum quantization values. , , and are
constants representing the corresponding features of the original
video stream.

The resulting points form a plane in the stream feature
space, where the high level parameters act as weights defining
the slope of the plane

(2)

The definition of the semantic audio quality again relies on a
weighted approach of its modality features like sample rate ,
encoding bit rate and the number of channels ,
which is given in (3). The high level parameters , , and

act as importance weights of the audio stream features.

(3)

Increasing the weight of a parameter increases its importance.
Yet, it does not follow from this that the same weight for two pa-
rameters results in their equal importance because some param-
eters may lead to higher utility within the same resource limit.
For example, an audio stream needs much less resources than a
video stream. For this reason, if we choose then we can
reach higher utility preferring the audio stream under resource
limitations.

In order to show the reaction of the proposed A/V utility
model, we captured four typical A/V content scenes from
high quality digital television (DVB). The first one was an
action scene of Stargate, the second a soccer game (Rapid
Vienna versus Juventus Turin), the third a talking head news
clip (n-tv) and the fourth a nature documentation about an
octopus (Universum). All of them are original MPEG-2 A/V
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TABLE I
INDIVIDUAL MODEL CONFIGURATIONS AND CORRESPONDING ADAPTATION DECISION RESULTS

FOR AN AUDIO–VISUAL ACTION SCENE FOR TWO DIFFERENT BANDWIDTH CONSTRAINTS

TABLE II
INDIVIDUAL MODEL CONFIGURATIONS AND CORRESPONDING ADAPTATION DECISION RESULTS FOR AN AUDIO–VISUAL SOCCER SCENE,
WHERE THE MAXIMUM LINK BANDWIDTH bw = 250 kb/s AND THE SCREEN SIZE OF THE TERMINAL IS LIMITED TO 640 � 480 PIXELS

streams and need a bit rate of 5–6 Mbit/s with the following
features: , , fps,

kHz, kb/s, . In order
to be able to compare the model behavior with results from
subjective tests, the duration of each scene was limited to 10 s.
We applied seven different model configurations to each scene
in order to evaluate the model behavior under diverse “use case
scenarios,” which are basically different usage environment
constraints. The evaluation for the action video is given in
Table I for two different bandwidth limitation constraints. An
additional use case constraint was that the AE has only one
video and one audio codec (H.264 and MP3) available and is
only able to handle 21 quantization levels from to

. Column 1 represents the bandwidth limit (kb/s),
columns 2–8 the high level parameters (model configuration),
columns 9–14 the resulting low level parameters. On the
right-hand side of the table, the PQ values for the audio and
video part as well as the total calculated utility , and the
subjective mean opinion score (MOS) values are given. Note
that the utility value is used within the adaptation decision
taking process to select the variation providing the highest
value for the specific high level parameters.

We applied the adaptation decision taking algorithms pre-
sented in Section VI to determine the low level parameters.
The subjective MOS values were obtained by absolute category
rating (ACR) according to ITU.T Rec. P.910 on an 11–grade
scale (from bad to excellent). Thirty test persons (students from
Klagenfurt University, nonexperts) were invited to rate seven
degraded A/V output variations for the four content types at
three different bandwidth limitation constraints (150, 250, and
350 kb/s), 84 variations in total. The duration of one subjec-
tive test program was 25 min on average and did not exceed
the critical limit of 30 min. The tests were performed in the

Usability Lab of Klagenfurt University, all test person had the
same external environment in terms of brightness and noisiness.
The visual modality was displayed on a TFT monitor at a dis-
tance of 50 cm in front of the user, the audio was provided by
headphones.

It is seen from the table that the second configuration is the
most appropriate for action video among the examined ones be-
cause it has the highest MOS in the corresponding lines. We
selected a relatively large weight for the frame rate there. In ac-
cordance with this selection, variations with the high frame rate
have high utilities at both bandwidth limits.

Another use case example is given in Table II. A soccer video
should be delivered at 250 kb/s to a client device with a screen
size of 640 480 pixels. The AE at the server side has the
same quantization restrictions as in the previous example. For
the soccer scene, the first configuration proved to be the best,
i.e., where the weight for the frame rate is large and the
audio is also important ( is high).

IV. RECOMMENDER-BASED MODEL CONFIGURATION

The high level parameters for the use cases introduced in the
previous section were applied based on intuitive, hand-crafted
rules saying, e.g., if we have an action video, we apply a rela-
tively high weight for the frame rate. These well defined rules
should increase the semantic experience for the consumer. But
the question is: Are these rules valid for an individual user? Our
performed subjective MOS estimation as well as related subjec-
tive PQ tests [19] show that users have different tastes. In our
case, applying the same parameters for each user would lead
to different multimedia experiences for the individuals. How-
ever, the aim of the utility-based multimedia framework is to
offer a personalized version of the content that leads to the op-
timum utility for the individual requesting the content. As al-
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ready mentioned, the framework takes the individual user pref-
erences into consideration as well. Asking the users for their
preferences, i.e., asking them to indicate the high level param-
eters of the model, would be easy. But in general, the users are
not experts in the multimedia domain and do not know the op-
timal settings for the requested content and the actual environ-
ment in advance. Furthermore, the user would get annoyed if
he/she had to answer too many questions in order to provide
this very helpful information for the system. For this reason, it
would be helpful for the user, if he/she would get a recommenda-
tion from users which consumed the same type of content under
similar environment conditions. So called recommender systems
[20] try to offer the individual user only those items which aim
to be useful or interesting for him/her. Such systems are well
known in other domains, e.g., information retrieval systems, on-
line shops, and financial or insurance services. So called collab-
orative filtering (CF) recommender strategies predict the inter-
ests of a user by collecting taste information from many users
[21] based on well-defined feedback mechanisms. The under-
lying assumption of the CF approach is that people who agreed
in the past tend to agree again in the future. This strategy forms
the basis of our implemented recommender approach. Pure CF
systems have the drawback that so-called ramp-up problems can
occur if there is not enough user feedback for individual items
[22]. In this case, a sensible recommendation is not possible. For
this reason, hybrid strategies are developed for specific problem
domains [23]. Their aim is to combine the advantages and avoid
disadvantages of specific strategies as far as possible.

Our approach for such a hybrid recommender system sug-
gesting the individual high level parameters is a combination
of a CF and a so called knowledge-based recommendation
strategy. Knowledge-based recommender systems [24] rely
on a domain-specific knowledge base containing rules. These
rules indicate which item is suitable for which user request. The
results are usually calculated by solving so-called constraint
satisfaction problems, which are well known in the AI research
area [25]. In our system such rules are, for example in case of a
music video, that the priority of the audio modality is high, or
for a newscast, that the number of audio channels becomes less
important. More detailed audio and video specific rules rely on
related experiments [5].

In order to find suitable similarities of users, we use indi-
vidual demographic features and personal interests. For demo-
graphic feature information, we use a user’s age and the gender,
since older and young people may have different utility aspects,
and males and females usually have distinct preferences as well.
Furthermore, the individual favorite genres are used to estimate
user similarities because users are more attentive watching inter-
esting content in general. In our system, all information about a
new user is captured by a user registration process. However, the
user is able to change his/her preferences (e.g., favorite genres)
any time.

The most important information of a recommender strategy
in general is feedback. Feedback is needed in our case to learn
about the users’ utility “tastes.” The chances to give the user an
accurate utility model configuration grow with the number of
rated utility impressions. Feedback is also important for finding
similarities between users. There is a high probability that users
who gave many similar ratings in the past, will also share utility
impressions in the future. In order to keep the degree of distur-
bance for the user low, we use a special type of feedback

Fig. 2. Prototype preview critiquing user interface.

strategy, where the user critiques the received utility of the con-
sumed media presentation. For that purpose, the user is asked
for his/her individual utility satisfaction after consumption of a
five second preview session by choosing so called tweaks [26].
Tweaks are well defined statements the user can choose, e.g.,
“The video was too small,” “Sound was too noisy,” etc. Fig. 2
shows the prototype preview critiquing interface of our imple-
mented system. The chosen tweak causes an adjustment of the
corresponding high level parameter, e.g., the tweak “The video
was too jerking” causes an increase of and a decrease of

and . The user is able to get an updated preview varia-
tion or if the user is satisfied he/she is able to consume the whole
content variation. Note that the user is not obliged to critique the
content preview. He/she is able to consume the suggested con-
tent variation without preview feedback as well. However, at the
end of the whole content consumption, the user is asked to rate
his/her overall utility satisfaction on an 11–grade MOS scale. In
order to assess and improve the convenience and ease of use of
the feedback mechanism for the user, it would be useful to eval-
uate the system by means of usability tests. However, again, our
focus currently is on the basic framework and optimizations like
this are the scope of future work.

The user ratings as well as the proposed user- and content-spe-
cific data are stored in a database. The user similarity for the CF
part is calculated based on the user’s environment (dark, bright,
loud, etc.), the network connection (Cable, DSL, LAN, WLAN),
the terminal type (PDA, mobile, etc.), the user’s demographic
features and interests in content types as well as the user’s rating
history using the Pearson correlation [27]. The model configu-
ration which got the highest rating from all the user’s neighbors
is selected for the actual request. If a user is requesting a specific
content which was not rated by a “near” neighbor or if the
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Fig. 3. Average difference of predicted MOS and user rated MOS in depen-
dence of the number of involved users.

nearest neighbor is “too far away,” the high level parameters are
estimated by using the predefined rule base only.

In order to evaluate the success of the recommender approach,
we took the MOS results earned from subjective tests for all
four content types. We “replayed” the 30 users (test candidates)
doing their MOS ratings in the same order as in the actual sub-
jective tests. For each user, the recommender system predicted
the model configuration based on related data and the corre-
sponding MOS value. Fig. 3 shows the mean absolute difference
(delta MOS) of the predicted MOS values and the real user rated
MOS values for all tested content types. The mean overall error
of all content types is included as well. The average MOS error
is decreasing with the number of rating users for all four con-
tent types. The decrease is not monotonic but it indicates that
the predicted model configurations get more reliable with the
number of known ratings.

V. PROBLEM MODEL OF ADAPTATION DECISION TAKING

Basedontheproposedutilitymodel,which is individuallycon-
figured for the user, the ADTE has to choose the most appropriate
adaptation parameters w.r.t. the actual resource limitations, ter-
minal capabilities, user preferences as well as AE capabilities
(e.g., codec types, quantization levels, etc.) in order to provide
the maximum media utility to the user. This process has to be per-
formed very fast in order to keep the startup delay of the requested
session in a non-annoying range. Especially under dynamic
resource limitations, e.g., network bandwidth fluctuations, this
decision has to be taken in real-time in order to provide contin-
uous delivery to the client. This section develops the optimization
problem model derived from the above utility model.

A client is requesting a movie from the streaming media
server. The original movie consist of one video and one audio
stream. Both the video and audio streams can be adapted into
uniquely defined variations, characterized by a set of video fea-
tures and a set of audio features . They together form the
feature set of a movie, denoted by , which can describe the
variations of the movie: . The features can be, e.g.,
spatial resolution, frame rate, type of codec, number of audio
channels, and audio sampling rate. Let features
denote the features .

Let , denote the sets of deliverable video and audio
variations of movie on the server (w.r.t the AE capabil-
ities), respectively. Let denote the set of deliverable vari-
ations of movie . Let and denote the number of the

different video and audio variations, respectively: ,
. The video and audio streams can be combined ar-

bitrarily into a movie, that is, . denotes the
value of the feature of stream . The particular movie, video
and audio variations are denoted by , and , respectively.
The variations can be specified as vectors in the feature space:

. A client request on the movie consists of
acceptance sets for each feature which can be ac-
ceptance ranges as well as a special case. Values of
the features of the delivered stream have to fall into the given
acceptance sets. If the values can be sorted in then let
denote the th smallest value in . if .

is the number of different available and acceptable values
of feature .

Furthermore, the utilities of each deliverable video and
audio variation are known or can be calculated. Let
and denote the utilities for video variation
and audio variation , respectively. As already men-
tioned, the utility of the multimedia stream resulting from the
combination of the video and the audio streams can be calcu-
lated as a weighted sum of the utilities of the two modalities:

.
The CPU clock cycles and bit rates needed for each variation

are known as well. Let , , and denote the en-
coding and decoding CPU clock cycles and bit rate needs of the
variation , respectively. Trivially, ,

, and .
Furthermore, the CPU usage and the total bit rate of the pro-
cessed streams are limited on the server. Let , , and
denote the maximum values of these resources. Let denote the
set of movie variations that satisfy the resource constraints, that
is, they fall below the resource limits. These points are called
appropriate: , , and

.
Our aim is to select a video and an audio variation that the

AE is able to produce (5) and that each of the target features of
the multimedia stream satisfies the client request (9). The CPU
requirements of the server and the client have to be considered,
the bit rate constraints have to be fulfilled (6), (7), and (8) and
the utility of the multimedia stream resulting from their combi-
nation has to be maximized (4).

Input:
Client request: for .
Variations on the server (AE specific): , .
Limits on bandwidth and CPU usage: , , .

Output:
Movie variation .

Maximize (4)

subject to (5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

It can be assumed for most of the features that the resource
needs as well as the utility are monotonically increasing
while the value of a feature is increasing and the other feature
values remain unchanged: ,
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Fig. 4. Elements in T . The audio variation with bold symbols represents a
newly inserted element. The variations with crossed symbols have to be omitted
because their utilities are worse while their CPU needs are higher.

, , and .
This is usually true for each video and audio parameter except
the video and audio codec type.

VI. ALGORITHMS TO SOLVE THE PROBLEM

Reference [28] gives an overview of the adaptation decision
taking process. It recommends the total enumeration for the case
when the possible feature values are discrete. However, more ef-
ficient algorithms are possible due to the special characteristics
of the problem. In this section, we introduce the algorithms we
have implemented and tested.

A. All Combinations

This approach checks all combinations of the audio and video
variations to find the optimum one. This algorithm was imple-
mented in order to validate the results of the other algorithms.
The time complexity of the algorithm is .

B. Merging Video and Audio Variations

This algorithm proceeds with video variations according to
the increasing order of bandwidth demand while the audio varia-
tions are processed in decreasing order. The algorithm is looking
for the best utility by generating the combination of the current
video variation with the audio variation of the highest utility
among those whose resource needs are less than the available
resources minus the video resource need.

The algorithm can be efficiently used if the number of
different resources is at most two. For this reason, we apply
only two resource constraints in the implementation, namely
the limits on the bandwidth and encoding CPU needs. The
algorithm manages a subset of audio variations (denoted by )
at each step which can participate in an optimum combination
with the still unprocessed video variations. The variations are
ordered in according to their CPU need (Fig. 4).

This method can be used for finding the minimum of a non-
linear global optimization problem which is separable into two
groups, that is, the profit (utility) function and the constraints

can be written as weighted sums of two variables or variable
groups. In our case, the features of the audio and video varia-
tions form the two groups.

Put video variations and audio variations into lists
and , respectively. Order and according to de-
creasing and increasing bandwidth needs of the variations, re-
spectively. Create empty . The algorithm works as follows.

//index of audio variations

for do //index of video variations

,

// audio variation is inserted

while and do

if then

else

Insert into ,

Predecessor of in .

if then Delete from

else

while do

Successor of in .

if

then Delete from

// audio
variation is deleted

Get from whose CPU need is highest below .

if

then ,

For efficiency, the ordered list of candidate audio variations
is stored in a so called red-black tree, which is a special bal-
anced tree, where look-up, insertion, and deletion can be done
in time ( is the number of nodes in the tree). In
this case, the time complexity of the algorithm is

. This can be reduced to
if the video variations are ordered in advance according to their
bandwidth needs.

The above algorithm is developed for the case when the
number of modalities is two. In the truly cross-modal
case when the number of modalities is more than two, each
combination of the possible values of modalities have
to be generated and for each combination the above algorithm
has to be run with the remaining two modalities under reduced
resource limits.
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TABLE III
UTILITIES CALCULATED BY THE OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS AS PERCENTAGES OF THE OPTIMUM

C. Border Scan

This algorithm exploits the monotonicity of the utility and re-
source needs in the feature values. There are several methods for
optimization where the goal function as well as the constraints
are monotonic [29]. We applied another method to find the op-
timum in the monotonic case: the points are enumerated and
compared with each other that are located at the surface of the
resource constraints in the joint feature space of all modalities.

In the feature space of dimensions, the resource constraints
determine a surface (border) of dimensions, that separates
the movies that comply with each of the resource constraints
from the movies that violate any of them. From the monotony
of the resource needs it follows that all points below the surface
comply with the resource constraints and all points above it do
not. From the monotony of the utility it follows that the optimum
point is located directly below the border; that is, increasing any
of its parameters to the next higher value, if any, results in a vari-
ation that needs too much resources. (We call these points the
border points). As a consequence, it is enough to examine the
appropriate points along the border when we search the one with
the highest utility. Unfortunately, there is no guarantee on the
monotony of the utility along the border, so we have to search
the optimum solution at the whole surface of the border.

First, the algorithm looks for a single border point moving
in the direction of one selected feature denoted by . Then
the algorithm considers the further monotonic features ,

one after the other. For each feature, the algorithm gen-
erates the border points restricted to the space of the first fea-
tures. Let the set of these points be denoted by . For each
border point in , the value of the current feature is grad-
ually increased while the value of feature is decreased if nec-
essary in order to create border points in . After considering
each feature, we select the border point with the highest utility
as optimum.

The detailed description of the algorithm can be found below.
For simplicity, we assume that each feature is monotonic. Other-
wise, the algorithm has to be repeated for the different values of
the nonmonotonic feature such as codec type or for each com-
bination of values of nonmonotonic features if there are more
nonmonotonic features.

for each do

// Going to the border

while do

// index of border points

// number of border points

for do // features

for do // stored border points

// Increasing the current feature.

for do // feature values

// Decreasing the value of the first feature

while

and do

if

then

Find for which is maximum such that
The selected variation is
The time complexity of our border scan algorithm is

.

D. Hill Climbing

Due to the monotonicity in the resource needs and utility, we
could use a heuristic search method, namely steepest-ascent hill
climbing [30] as well, and we found it as an efficient approach
for the real-time application at hand. We start with the worst
variation. In each iteration step, we increase the value of the
monotonic feature where the utility increase is the highest and
the improved variation still satisfies the resource constraints.
This algorithm does not necessarily find the optimum because it
may run into a local maximum at the border defined by the con-
straints but it is clearly the fastest algorithm in practical cases.
The time complexity of the algorithm is: .

We tried out several modifications in order to avoid local
maxima and to improve the goodness of this simple algorithm.
We could achieve significant improvement (see Table III) by
starting the algorithm from different initial points and then se-
lecting the best variation from the results of different runs. We
selected as many additional initial points in our implementation
as the number of the stream features.

E. Performance Results

We implemented the above algorithms and ran them on real
multimedia stream data. In an earlier paper [13], we examined
the implementations. We used a screen shot from the Batman
film for the tests. The quality of the original video was char-
acterized by the following parameters: spatial resolution: 720

576, frame rate: 25 fps, video quantization: 1, audio sample
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Fig. 5. Running times of the algorithms as a function of the number of video
variations.

rate: 48 kHz, encoding audio bit rate: 160 kb/s, number of audio
channels: 2. The parameters of the available variations were as
follows: there are 5 different possible values for the spatial res-
olution (720 576, 704 576, 640 480, 320 200, 175
144), 25 for the frame rate (1–25 fps), 31 for the video quan-
tization (1–31), 3 for the audio sample rate (48 kHz, 44 kHz,
22 kHz), 2 for the number of audio channels (mono, stereo) and
the encoding audio bit rate had two different values for each
combination of the audio sample rate and the number of audio
channels. In this case, the total number of different video and
audio variations was 3096 and 12, respectively. We generated
different optimization tasks for this video by varying the high
level parameters and resource constraints. We extended the tests
by including the improved version of the hill climbing algo-
rithm. We also examined the method when only the size was
reduced until the result did not fit into the resource constraints
and then its utility was calculated. This later method is included
in order to show how much improvement can be achieved by the
utility based adaptation relative to a traditional method which
neglects the utility aspects (Table III). Each recommended al-
gorithm was much better than reducing the size only. Clearly,
heuristic search (hill climbing) was the fastest but it does not al-
ways find the exact optimum. We observed that it is more likely
to fail finding the optimum if the resource limits are low. Its
goodness could be improved by repeating it from different ini-
tial points. Generating all combinations was not too inefficient
because the number of audio variations was small in these ex-
periments. Merging was the slowest but its running time can be
highly reduced if sorting is done in advance before client re-
quests arrive.

We tested the algorithms on inputs with different numbers
of video variations as well. Fig. 5 shows the average running
times of the implemented algorithms as a function of the number
of video variations. The test were running on a 1.1-GHz pro-
cessor with 256-MB memory. In case of generating all combi-
nations, we can see that the running time depends linearly on
the number of the video variations if the number of audio varia-
tions is fixed. The running time of merging increases a little bit
faster (its running time contains ). We remark that
the running time of generating all combinations could increase
faster than the merging method if the audio variations would
also increase.

VII. CONCLUSION

We presented a generic A/V utility model for multimedia
content adaptation that is able to consider the user and the
usage environment as well as different genres. For efficient
and personalized parameter setting, we introduced a rec-
ommender-based approach that configures the model to the
user’s individual utility notion based on intuitive rules, users’
judgements, demographic features, and favorite content types.
Finding video and audio stream variations that optimize the
media stream’s utility (or the media experience) for the user
based on the proposed model under given resource constraints,
represents a complex optimization problem in the multimedia
area. We presented and implemented four algorithms to find
optimal video and audio variations for multimedia content
adaptation. We found the simple heuristic hill-climbing op-
timization method to be the most efficient. However, this
algorithm may fail to find the optimum, so it has to be used
with care and potentially has to be improved. The merging
method is recommended especially when the utility function
is nonmonotonic and preparation (sorting) can be done before
client requests arrive. Border scan is efficient in the monotonic
case if the hill climbing approach fails.

Applying the presented approach to an adaptive multimedia
framework yields a better multimedia experience for the client.
Further experimental work will be performed to appropriately
fit the high level parameters to different usage environments and
genres. To that end, the recommender approach will be refined
by analyzing and taking into account the feedback history cre-
ated by a larger test community.
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